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Abstract Clouds are sensitive to changes in both the
large-scale circulation and the thermodynamic structure
of the atmosphere. In the tropics, temperature changes
that occur on seasonal to decadal time scales are often
associated with circulation changes. Therefore, it is difﬁcult to determine the part of cloud variations that results from a change in the dynamics from the part that
may result from the temperature change itself. This
study proposes a simple framework to unravel the dynamic and non-dynamic (referred to as thermodynamic)
components of the cloud response to climate variations.
It is used to analyze the contrasted response, to a prescribed ocean warming, of the tropically-averaged cloud
radiative forcing (CRF) simulated by the ECMWF,
LMD and UKMO climate models. In each model, the
dynamic component largely dominates the CRF response at the regional scale, but this is the thermodynamic component that explains most of the average
CRF response to the imposed perturbation. It is shown
that this component strongly depends on the behaviour
of the low-level clouds that occur in regions of moderate
subsidence (e.g. in the trade wind regions). These clouds
exhibit a moderate sensitivity to temperature changes,
but this is mostly their huge statistical weight that explains their large inﬂuence on the tropical radiation
budget. Several propositions are made for assessing the
sensitivity of clouds to changes in temperature and in
large-scale motions using satellite observations and
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meteorological analyses on the one hand, and mesoscale
models on the other hand.

1 Introduction
The temperature of the tropics constitutes an essential
boundary condition for the extratropical climate. Its
regulation thus plays a key role in the regulation of the
global climate (e.g. Pierrehumbert 1995). It has long
been suggested that tropical temperatures have not
varied much during the past thousand years, despite
signiﬁcant variations of the atmospheric concentration
in greenhouse gases and solar forcing (CLIMAP 1981).
Although this evidence is now brought into question
(Yin and Battisti 2001 and references herein), several
studies using simple climate models have investigated
the mechanisms whereby the tropical ocean–atmosphere
system could dispose an external radiative perturbation
and regain stability. Among these mechanisms, a change
in the relative area of subsiding and ascending branches
of the large-scale atmospheric circulation has been
pointed out as an eﬃcient way to modify the longwave
cooling to space and thereby limit the surface temperature change induced by an external perturbation (Pierrehumbert 1995). On the other hand, it has been
emphasized that the sensitivity of cloud properties to a
change in surface temperature or in the thermodynamic
structure of the atmosphere could signiﬁcantly aﬀect the
tropical energy budget and hence constitute a powerful
feedback mechanism (e.g. Miller 1997; Larson et al.
1999; Lindzen et al. 2001). On a theoretical basis, it is
thus recognized that radiative feedback processes may
be composed of dynamic and thermodynamic components. This applies, in particular, to cloud radiative
feedbacks: the change in the radiative impact of clouds
induced directly or indirectly by an external perturbation may result partly from a change in the large-scale
atmospheric circulation, and partly from a change in the
thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere.
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The radiative impact of clouds, that is usually referred to as the cloud radiative forcing (CRF), and the
tropical Earth’s radiation budget critically depend on
the type of clouds (Dhuria and Kyle 1990; Hartmann
and Michelsen 1993). As illustrated on Fig. 1, this latter
is controlled to a large extent by the large-scale atmospheric circulation: large-scale atmospheric subsidence
favours the formation of low-level boundary layer
clouds (stratus, strato-cumulus) while large-scale
ascending motions associated with convective activity
produce cumuliform clouds ranging from shallow to
deep and extensive clouds. Owing to this dynamic control, shifts or local variations of the CRF often reﬂect
shifts or variations in large-scale circulation patterns.
This has been well documented in the case of spatiotemporal variations (Hartmann and Michelsen 1993;
Bony et al. 1997; Klein and Jakob 1999; Norris and
Weaver 2001) and in the case of El-Niño climate variations (Allan et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2002). On the other
hand, some studies point out that clouds can be intrinsically sensitive to a change in the thermodynamic
structure of the atmosphere. For instance, Klein and
Hartmann (1993) suggest that the stratus cloud amount
decreases as the surface temperature increases, likely
because of the eﬀect of surface temperature changes on
the low-level static stability. Recently, Del Genio and
Kovari (2002) suggest that the precipitation eﬃciency of
clouds in convective systems increases with temperature.
However, the intrinsic sensitivity of clouds to temperature has not been much documented so far. A fundamental reason is that the large-scale atmospheric
circulation is thermally forced in the tropics. Variations
in the circulation are thus often associated with
temperature variations, and it is not straightforward
to unravel the part of cloud variations that results
from changes in the dynamics from the part that
Fig. 1 Structure of the
tropical atmosphere, showing
the various regimes,
approximately as a function of
sea surface temperature
(decreasing from left to right) or
large-scale vertical velocity in
the mid-troposphere (from
mean ascending motions on the
left to large-scale sinking
motions on the right). (From
Emanuel 1994)

results from an intrinsic temperature dependence. As a
result, the interpretation of cloud variations in observations or in numerical simulations is not always
straightforward.
Ramanathan and Collins (1991) pointed out a strong
correlation between CRF and sea surface temperature
(SST) variations over warm tropical oceans, that was
interpretated as a thermodynamic mechanism of regulation of ocean warming by cirrus clouds. It was subsequently shown that this correlation reﬂects mostly the
control of clouds and CRF by the large-scale atmospheric dynamics rather than a fundamental dependence
on temperature (Hartmann and Michelsen 1993; Bony
et al. 1997). Recently, a large decadal variation of
radiative ﬂuxes in the tropics has been observed (Wielicki et al. 2002). This variation seems related to a
strengthening of the Hadley-Walker circulations over
the last two decades (Chen et al. 2002). Allan and Slingo
(2002) show that a mode reminiscent of ENSO (El-Niño
Southern Oscillation) variability and associated with
strong dynamical shifts explains about 45% of the total
decadal variation. Dynamic eﬀects thus control a signiﬁcant part of the decadal variation of clouds and
radiative ﬂuxes. However, higher-order modes of the
decadal variation are more diﬃcult to interpret. They
may be related to dynamic eﬀects associated with other
modes of natural variability, or to non-dynamic eﬀects.
Indeed, the last two decades have been associated with a
signiﬁcant warming of the ocean temperature (Levitus
et al. 2000). Part of the decadal variation of clouds may
thus reveal the intrinsic sensitivity of clouds to temperature changes. Making more explicit the relative roles of
dynamic and non-dynamic eﬀects in this variation would
help in clarifying this issue.
On the modelling side, the interpretation of the cloud
response to climate perturbations is not much easier. It
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is well recognized that climate models produce cloud
radiative feedbacks (i.e. changes in CRF in response to
an external perturbation) that diﬀer greatly among the
models (Le Treut and McAvaney 2000). Even for a given
model, their sign may diﬀer according to the type of
climate perturbation considered. For instance, Del Genio et al. (1996) show that the CRF anomaly produced
by the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS)
GCM is positive in response to a uniform SST perturbation, while it is negative when the longitudinal SST
gradient over the Paciﬁc is altered. More recently, Yao
and Del Genio (2002) show that cloud radiative feedbacks produced by the GISS model are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent for climate changes associated with diﬀerent
patterns of SST change. As the modiﬁcation of the
tropical atmospheric circulation closely depends on the
pattern of SST change, one may speculate that these
results reﬂect diﬀerences in the dynamic component of
the cloud response.
We argue that unraveling the dynamic and thermodynamic components of the cloud response to a climate
perturbation would help (1) to interpret the cloud or
radiation variations that are observed on long time scales
in the current climate, (2) to understand the diversity of
cloud radiative feedbacks produced by climate models,
and (3) to design strategies of evaluation of GCM clouds
and radiation that would allow to put constraints on the
climate sensitivity simulated by the models.
In Sect. 2, we propose a simple methodology to unravel
and to quantify the dynamic and thermodynamic components of cloud and radiation changes in observations or
in models. In Sect. 3, we use this method to analyze the
constrasted responses of three GCMs regarding the sensitivity of the tropical CRF to a prescribed climate
warming. The relative roles of dynamic and thermodynamic components at the regional scale and at the tropicwide scale are discussed, and the factors that control the
magnitude of each component on the large scale are
pointed out. Based on these results we propose, in Sect. 4,
a strategy for evaluating the dynamic and thermodynamic
components of the modelled cloud response to climate
change using satellite observations or mesoscale models.
A summary and a conclusion are given in Sect. 5.

mostly over the warmest portions of the tropics, correspond to
negative values of x, while regions of large-scale subsidence correspond to positive values of x. The statistical weight of each
dynamical regime over the tropics, deﬁned as the area covered by
regions having a vertical velocity x normalized by the total area of
the tropics, is referred to as Px. As any probability distribution
function (PDF), Px veriﬁes:

2 Framework of analysis

1

2.1 Method
To unravel the dynamic and thermodynamic components of cloud
variations, we attempt to make more explicit the link between
clouds and the large-scale atmospheric circulation. Let C be any
cloud or radiative variable (such as cloud fraction, CRF, cloud
water content or radiative ﬂux), and x a proxy of the large-scale
atmospheric circulation. Since the cloud types and CRF are
strongly controlled, at ﬁrst order, by the large-scale vertical motion
of the atmosphere, here we use the large-scale vertical velocity at
500 hPa (expressed in hPa/day) for x. Then, we discretize the largescale tropical (30S–30N) circulation onto a series of dynamical
regimes corresponding to diﬀerent values of x (intervals of 10 hPa/
day are used to deﬁne the circulation regimes). So doing, the
ascending branches of the Hadley-Walker circulation, that occur

Zþ1

ð1Þ

Px dx¼ 1 :
1

Owing to mass conservation
R 1 constraints, the tropically-averaged
vertical motion deﬁned as 1 xPx dx is close to zero.
 refer to the tropically-averaged value of C. Classically, it
Let C
P
P
¼
may be deﬁned as C
i ri Ci = i ri where i refers to an individual
region or a model gridbox of the tropics, ri to the area of this
region, Ci to the value of C in this region, and the sum over i refers
to all regions of the latitude belt comprised within ±30 of latitude.
Alternatively, if Cx refers to the mean value of C in the dynamical
regime deﬁned by x (in practice, Cx is computed by compositing
 can be
the regional values of C in x bins of 10 hPa/day1 ), C
expressed in the ‘‘x basis’’ as:
¼
C

Z1

ð2Þ

Px Cx dx
1

We now consider climate perturbations around a time-mean
state (that may correspond to a long-term average of climate
variables or, in numerical experiments, to a ‘‘control’’ climate). Let
dC refer to the temporal perturbation of C around its time-averaged value. The tropically averaged change in C associated with a
climate change may be expressed as2 :
dc ¼

Zþ1
1

Cx dPx dx þ

Zþ1
1

Px dCx dx þ

Zþ1
dPx dCx dx :

ð3Þ

1

The ﬁrst rhs term of Eq. 3 arises from changes in the large-scale
atmospheric circulation associated with the climate change. Those
may be horizontal shifts of the large-scale dynamical patterns, or
local changes in the intensity or in the sign of the large-scale vertical
motion. It will be referred to as the dynamic component of dC: The
second term arises from the change of cloud or radiative properties
under given dynamical conditions. As it represents the part of dC
that does not directly result from circulation changes, it will be
referred to as the thermodynamic component of the C response to
climate change. It may arise for instance from the intrinsic sensitivity of C to temperature variations, and eventually from other
processes such as changes in the atmospheric composition or
indirect eﬀects of aerosols. The last term arises from the correlation
of dynamic and non-dynamic eﬀects in dC: We will refer to it as the
term of co-variation3 .
Although we use, in practice, ﬁnite intervals of x of 10 hPa/day to
deﬁne dynamical regimes, we will consider in the following notations that x intervals are inﬁnitesimal
2
The discretized form of this
here,
P equation, that
P is used in practice
P
is of the form: dC ¼ x Cx DPx þ x Px DCx þ x DPx DCx
where DCx and DPx refer to the changes in Cx and Px
3
The change in cloudiness that occurs in a particular region of the
tropics may result from both local and remote inﬂuences. At ﬁrst
approximation, if one considers that the remote eﬀects are felt by
clouds mostly through changes in the large-scale atmospheric
motion, then the changes in cloud properties that occur for a given
dynamical regime (the thermodynamic component) can be considered as being much less dependent on remote eﬀects. We insist
however that this is only an approximation: remote eﬀects may
aﬀect clouds through other factors than a change in x (a change in
the temperature lapse rate, the occurrence of dry intrusions in the
mid troposphere, etc)
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2.2 Illustration
To illustrate the approach, we use monthly mean data of 500 hPa
large-scale vertical velocities derived from meteorological reanalyses and CRF data derived from the satellite Earth’s Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE, Barkstrom 1984). Here, these data are
used over the period 1987–88, at a spatial resolution of 2.5 · 2.5.
Following Coakley and Baldwin (1984), the longwave and shortwave components of the CRF are deﬁned as: CLW = LWclear – LW
and CSW = SW – SWclear, where LW, SW, LWclear and SWclear
refer to the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and the absorbed
shortwave radiation at the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) in actual
and clear-sky conditions, respectively. Since the vertical velocity is
not directly assimilated, it may be inﬂuenced by the GCMs used in
the data assimilation system. This is particularly true over tropical
oceans which are data void regions. To estimate the range of
uncertainties in x500 that may be associated with model biases, we
use three independent sets of meteorological reanalysis: the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Atmospheric
Reanalysis (ERA, Gibson et al. 1997), the reanalysis produced at
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction in collaboration with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/
NCAR, Kalnay et al. 1996), and that produced at the Data
Assimilation Oﬃce of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA/DAO, Schubert et al. 1993). Figure 2
shows the PDF of x500 and the mean relationship between CLW
and x500 over the tropics (30S–30N) that is derived from the
combined use of ERBE data and of meteorological reanalyses.
Px is negatively skewed and presents a strong maximum for x500
around 10–20 hPa/day. This distribution can be explained by simple
physical considerations. The rate of subsidence of the free tropospheric air is primarily constrained by the clear-sky radiative cooling rate of the atmosphere. Chéruy and Chevallier (2000) show that
in the tropics, the clear-sky longwave heating rate is about –2 K/day
with a standard deviation of about 0.5 K/day. For ¶h/¶z = 5 K/km,
this corresponds to a large-scale vertical velocity of 15–20 hPa/day
(a few mm/s). The pick in Px thus reveals the large area of the
tropics that is associated with a clear-sky free troposphere. Such
regions are found mostly in the subtropics and over the eastern part
of the ocean basins, often in coincidence with the presence of lowlevel clouds in the boundary layer. The positive tail of Px presumably corresponds to the regions where the upper troposphere is the
driest and the longwave radiative cooling the strongest. Px is much
smoother in regimes of large-scale ascent. Since ascending motions
occur nearly entirely within cumulus clouds and since the rate of
subsidence of air in-between clouds is constrained by the clear-sky
radiative cooling, the magnitude of the large-scale vertical velocity
reﬂects the magnitude of vertical motions within clouds. The magnitude of x for x < 0 is thus related to the vigour of the convective
mass ﬂux. Note that in such a framework, the tropical warm pool
appears as the negative tail of Px.
The OLR primarily reﬂects the temperature at the emission
level of infrared radiation. In cloudy conditions, this reﬂects the
altitude of the cloud top: the higher the cloud top, the smaller the
OLR at the top-of-the-atmosphere and the larger the LW CRF.
Low values of CLW observed for positive values of x500 reﬂect thus
the presence of low-level boundary layer clouds in subsidence regimes. The fact that CLW does not vary much with x500 in subsidence regions shows that in these regions the height of cloud tops
does not depend much on the strength of the sinking motion. On
the contrary, the gradual increase of CLW toward negative x500
reﬂects the increase in upper tropospheric cloudiness and the higher
penetration depth of convective clouds as the convective activity
intensiﬁes.

2.3 Dynamic and thermodynamic components
of radiative feedbacks
 lw ; is the product of Px and Cx
The tropically averaged LW CRF, C
 lw may
summed over all circulation regimes (Eq. 2). A change in C
result from a change in the large-scale atmospheric circulation

Fig. 2 a PDF Px of the 500 hPa large-scale vertical velocity x500 in
the tropics (30S–30N) derived from meteorological reanalyses
and b composite Cx of the ERBE-derived LW CRF in diﬀerent
circulation regimes deﬁned from x500. Three independent sets of
reanalyses are used: the average PDF and LW CRF-x relationship
are represented by thick lines; vertical bars show the standard
deviation of the PDF and of the LW CRF-x relationship that
results from diﬀerences among the reanalysis datasets. The
thermodynamic and dynamic components of the CRF response
to a climate perturbation arise from a change in Cx (i.e. a change in
cloud properties within each individual circulation regime) and Px
(i.e. a change in the statistical weight of the diﬀerent dynamical
regimes), respectively
(dPx) without any change in cloud properties (dynamic component), or from a change in cloud properties (dCx) without any
change in the statistical distribution of large-scale atmospheric
motions (thermodynamic component),
or from both (Eq. 3).
R þ1
The dynamic component ð 1 Cx dPx dxÞ; may be associated
with a change in the fractional area covered by large-scale ascending
R0
R þ1
motions ( 1 Px dx versus 0 Px dx ) or, more generally, by a
change in the statistical weight associated with the individual
dynamical regimes. Circulation changes (dPx) associated with a climate perturbation are hardly predictable at the regional scale, because they depend on the details of changes in surface temperature
patterns and thus on the nature of the perturbation and on the time
scale. However, the ‘‘cloudy dependence’’ of the dynamic component
(Cx) may be assessed from available data. This will be discussed in
more
R þ1 detail in Sect. 4. The thermodynamic component
ð 1 Px dCx dxÞ arises from cloud changes within individual
dynamical regimes. The contribution of a particular regime to this
component depends on both the magnitude of cloud changes (dCx)
and the statistical weight Px that this regime represents in the tropics.
As stressed by Pierrehumbert (1995), it is necessary to consider
the energy budget of the whole tropics to understand the response
of the tropical climate to an external perturbation. This applies in
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particular to the understanding of cloud radiative feedbacks.
However, the investigation of cloud feedbacks in observations, in
simple models or in GCMs has often focused on the role of deep
convective clouds on the one hand, and on that of stratus clouds on
the other hand (e.g. Larson et al. 1999; Lindzen et al. 2001). The
former occur in regions of intense convective activity and the latter
in regions of strongest static stability and subsidence strength
(Klein and Hartmann 1993; Norris 1998; Bony et al. 2000).
R 40 These
dynamical
R þ1 regimes correspond mostly to the tails of Px: 1 Px dx
and ð 30 Px dxÞ each represent roughly 10% of the tropics (not
shown). Bearing that in mind these regimes can be considered as
extreme. The rest of the tropics (about 80%), that is associated with
comparatively more moderate values of x, is covered by ubiquitous
low-level cumulus clouds (Norris 1998). Hartmann and Michelsen
(1993) showed that on a global average basis, low clouds make the
largest contribution to the net energy balance of the Earth. Here,
we stress that the role of low-level cumulus clouds in tropical cloud
radiative feedbacks is presumably essential.
In the following, we use the framework described to analyze the
response of the CRF simulated by three GCMs to an imposed
uniform warming of the global ocean. Such a type of climate perturbation is not thought to be an excellent proxy of climate changes
associated with an increased atmospheric concentration in greenhouse gases or with a change in the orbital parameters of the Earth:
ﬁrst, it does not involve any feedback between the atmosphere and
the ocean and second, actual climate changes are generally associated with changes in the SST patterns of the tropics, and thus
with a substantial modiﬁcation of the large-scale tropical circulation. Nevertheless, we will show that even for such a type of climate
perturbation, unravelling the dynamic and thermodynamic components of the cloud response helps to point out the factors that
primarily control this response in GCMs, and provides some
guidance for proposing strategies of evaluation of these factors in
GCMs that should be relevant for other types of climate change.

3 Analysis of climate change experiments
3.1 Models and experiments
We analyze idealized simulations from three atmospheric GCMs: (1) the ECMWF GCM, a version of the
ECMWF spectral model run in a climatic mode at a
resolution of T63 and 31 levels in the vertical with a nonoperational physical package; (2) the LMD GCM, the
version 2.0 of the grid-point LMDZ model run at a
resolution of 3.75 by 2.5 degrees and 19 sigma levels in
the vertical; and (3) the UKMO GCM, which is the
HadAM3 version of the GCM developed at the Hadley
Centre, run at a resolution of 3.75 by 2.5 degrees with 38
vertical levels. These three models were forced with daily
SSTs and run over a period of 18 months from May
1987 to October 1988, as part of a European Community funded project on cloud feedbacks and validation.
A detailed description of the ECMWF and LMD
models together with a careful assessment, using ISCCP
and ERBE data and a model-to-satellite approach, of
the cloudiness produced in their simulations are presented in Webb et al. (2001). The HadAM3 version of
the UKMO model is described in Pope et al. (2000), and
its cloudiness is evaluated in Williams et al. (2003) by
using techniques similar to those used by Webb et al.
(2001). In this study, we compare the sensitivity of the
ECMWF, LMD and UKMO models to a prescribed
ocean warming. For this purpose, another set of
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Table 1 Tropically averaged change in cloud radiative forcing
produced in +2 K experiments with the ECMWF, LMD and
UKMO GCMs. Units: W/m2

dC net
dC sw
dC lw

ECMWF

LMD

UKMO

–1.80
–1.34
–0.46

0.85
0.18
0.67

2.02
1.81
0.22

simulation is performed by each model, in which the SST
is uniformly increased by 2 K. Beside the SST, all other
forcings and parameters of the models are unchanged.
3.2 Overview of model results
The tropically averaged change in CRF induced by the
2 K warming of the global ocean turns out to be very
diﬀerent according to the three GCMs: –1.8 W/m2 for
the ECMWF GCM, +0.85 W/m2 for the LMD GCM,
and +2.0 W/m2 for the UKMO GCM (Table 1). Such
constrasts among GCMs (both in sign and in magnitude) remain when considering only tropical oceans (not
shown), and when considering global changes: the
globally averaged change in CRF in these experiments is
–2.4 W/m2, +0.5 W/m2 and +0.82 W/m2 for the ECMWF, LMD and UKMO GCMs, respectively. Since the
tropics represent roughly 50% of the Earth’s area, a
simple calculation shows that in the LMD and UKMO
GCMs, the tropics dominate the global CRF response,
while the tropics and the extratropics contribute more
equally in the ECMWF model.
As shown by Fig. 3, the regional response of the
LW and SW CRF (deﬁned as the monthly C¢i – Ci
where i refers to a model grid box and Ci and C¢i to the
monthly CRF values in this grid box in the control and
in the +2 K experiment, respectively) to a uniform
change of SST is far from uniform. The positive and
negative patterns of CRF anomalies may reveal different intrinsic sensitivities of clouds to the SST
change, or the inﬂuence of regional circulation changes.
Visual examination suggests that large CRF variations
are often associated with signiﬁcant changes in x500.
This is conﬁrmed by Fig. 4 showing that on average,
and despite the large standard deviations that reﬂect
the diversity of factors contributing to regional cloud
forcing variations, the magnitude of regional (or local)
LW or SW CRF anomalies (C¢i – Ci) scales almost
linearly with that of x500 anomalies (x¢i – xi). Moreover, the regional change in CRF that occurs when
there is no monthly circulation change (Dxi = 0) is
very weak compared to regional CRF changes that
occur in the presence of circulation changes. The regional response of clouds or CRF to a global climate
perturbation appears therefore to be dominated by the
circulation changes that occur at that (regional) scale4 .
4

Note that the change in x that occurs in a given region results
from both local and remote inﬂuences

Fig. 3 Diﬀerence, between the +2 K and control experiments, of the LW and SW cloud radiative forcing (CRF) and of the 500 hPa vertical velocity (x500) simulated by each GCM for
December–January–February. The change in SW CRF and in x500 have been multiplied by –1. Units: W/m2 for CRF changes, hPa/day for x500 changes
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Fig. 4 Mean relationships between +2 K-CTRL regional monthly anomalies of the tropical CRF (LW, SW) and x500 derived from the
ECMWF, LMD and UKMO GCMs

However, the weakness of tropically-averaged changes
in CLW and CSW (Table 1) shows that CRF changes
associated with circulation variations are subject to
substantial compensations within the tropics.
Equation 3 allows us to estimate explicitly the part of
dCRF that results from dynamic changes (the dynamic
component), and the part that is not dynamically forced
(the thermodynamic component). Table 2 shows that
the co-variation term of Eq. 3 is very weak; we can thus
analyze the tropically averaged change in CRF by
focusing on dynamic and thermodynamic components.
Both dCRF LW and dCRF SW turn out to be dominated by
the thermodynamic component. Moreover, as the LW
and SW dynamic components are of opposite sign,
dCRF NET is even more dominated by thermodynamic
Table 2 Decomposition into dynamic, thermodynamic and covariation components (see Eq. 3) of the tropically averaged change
in CRF ðdCRF Þ associated with the uniform SST increase of 2 K.
Units: W/m2

dC net

dC sw

dC lw

Total
Dynamic
Thermodynamic
Co-variation
Total
Dynamic
Thermodynamic
Co-variation
Total
Dynamic
Thermodynamic
Co-variation

ECMWF

LMD

UKMO

–1.80
0.10
–1.90
0.0
–1.34
0.29
–1.67
0.05
–0.46
–0.19
–0.22
–0.05

0.85
–0.05
0.93
–0.03
0.18
0.06
0.13
–0.01
0.67
–0.11
0.80
–0.02

2.02
–0.03
2.09
–0.04
1.81
0.22
1.59
–0.01
0.22
–0.25
0.50
–0.03

changes than its individual components. The CRF
response to the global SST perturbation is thus mostly
dynamically forced at the regional scale, and thermodynamically forced at the tropics-wide scale.
We note nevertheless that in the case of the LW
cloud forcing, the magnitude of the dynamic component relative to that of the thermodynamic component is
less negligeable than in the case of the SW or NET cloud
forcing, and it is negative in all three models. This can be
understood by looking at tropical circulation changes
between the CTRL and +2 K experiments. The shape
of Px in the CTRL experiment somewhat varies among
GCMs (Fig. 5), especially the width of the peak in
subsiding regions. Since the 500 hPa vertical velocity of
subsiding air is mostly contrained by the clear-sky
radiative cooling of the free troposphere (Sect. 2), these
diﬀerences probably reveal diﬀerences in the simulation
of the upper tropospheric cooling rate. This latter depends on the upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) prediction, as well as on the radiation code used to predict
its radiative impact. The fundamental source of UTH in
subsidence regions is the large-scale advection of water
vapour from convective regions (Salathe and Hartmann
1997; Pierrehumbert and Roca 1998). The UTH and
then the clear-sky radiative cooling in the upper troposphere of subsidence regions is thus controlled by a
combination of dynamical and microphysical processes
(Emanuel and Pierrehumbert 1995). The representation
of these processes, in particular the convective moistening, is generally poorly evaluated or constrained in
GCMs (see Emanuel and Zivkovic-Rothman 1999 for a
discussion of that matter). The diﬀerences in Px among
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situations (x < –40 hPa/day) decreases the most (in the
ECMWF and UKMO models), that the dynamic component of dCRF LW is the most negative.
In these experiments, however, the diversity of the
global CRF responses among GCMs results primarily
from diﬀerent thermodynamic sensitivities of clouds to
the 2 K warming. In comparison, diﬀerences in the response of the large-scale circulation to the SST change
or in the control of clouds by dynamical changes play
secondary roles. The relative weakness of the dynamic
component on the tropic-wide scale certainly results in
part from the fact that the prescribed ocean warming is
spatially uniform in these experiments (note nevertheless
that the land-sea temperature contrasts change). The
actual climate response to an external perturbation is
likely to be associated with a change in the SST distribution and then with a larger change in the atmospheric
circulation. The relative magnitude of the dynamic and
thermodynamic components is thus certainly perturbation and time scale dependent. Therefore, the important
issue associated with this decomposition lies mostly in
the understanding and in the evaluation of the factors
that control the sign and the magnitude of each component in GCMs.
3.3 Analysis of the thermodynamic component

Fig. 5 PDF of the 500 hPa vertical velocity over the tropics (30S–
30N) derived from ECMWF, LMD and UKMO GCMs a in the
CTRL experiment, and b diﬀerence between the PDF of the +2 K
experiment and that of the CTRL experiment

the models may thus indirectly reveal diﬀerences in the
simulation of water vapour in the upper tropical atmosphere. However, the change in Px between the CTRL
and +2 K experiments is qualitatively more similar
among the models: the change in Px, which is largest
where Px is largest, shows that the uniform SST
warming is associated with a decreased frequency of
strong convective regimes and strong subsidence regimes, and with an increased occurrence of regimes of
moderate subsidence.This reveals a weakening of the
large-scale tropical circulation. This variation is consistent with the ﬁndings of the idealized numerical study of
Larson and Hartmann (Submitted 2002).Owing to the
weak values of the LW cloud forcing in subsidence regimes (this was shown in Fig. 2 for the observations and
will be shown in Sect. 4 for the models), this is mostly
the change of Px in the convective regimes that aﬀects
the tropically averaged LW cloud forcing. Indeed, this is
in the models where the occurrence of strong convective

We now analyze the thermodynamic component of the
tropically averaged change in CRF to determine some of
the factors that control it and to interpret further the
origin of diﬀerences among GCMs.
For each experiment (control or +2 K), we compute
Cx using the C and x500 ﬁelds from that experiment. The
diﬀerence between the perturbed and control values of
Cx is referred to as dCx. Figure 6 indicates that for each
GCM, the largest changes in CRF (dCx) occur in deep
convective regimes (x < –50 hPa/day) and strong subsidence regimes (x > 40 hPa/day). In deep convective
regimes, the ECMWF and LMD GCMs exhibit a
strengthening of both the LW and SW CRF in response
to the +2 K SST perturbation. As the LW and SW
CRF are of opposite sign, the change in NET CRF is
much weaker than the change in individual LW or SW
components. In these two models, however, the
strengthening of the SW CRF slightly exceeds that of the
LW CRF and thus the net cooling eﬀect of clouds
occurring in deep convective regimes is enhanced in the
warmer climate. In the UKMO GCM, on the other
hand,the LW CRF increases while the SW CRF decreases (note that since the SW CRF is negative, a decrease corresponds to a positive anomaly of the
radiation budget TOA). This leads to a strong positive
anomaly of the NET CRF, that corresponds to a reduced cooling of clouds. In subsidence regimes, the
change in NET CRF simulated by each GCM is dominated by the change in SW CRF. In the LMD and
UKMO GCMs, the SW CRF (i.e. the albedo eﬀect of
clouds) is weakened in the warmer climate, leading to a
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Fig. 6 The +2 K-CTRL change in the LW, SW and NET cloud radiative forcing (dCx) in each dynamical regime
R þ1 of the tropics, and
eﬀective contribution (PxdCx) to the tropically averaged change in cloud radiative forcing dC (note that 1 Px dCx dx equals the
thermodynamic component of dC reported in Table 2)

positive anomaly of the NET CRF. The ECMWF
exhibits the opposite behaviour.
The impact of these CRF changes upon the tropically
averaged CRF is computed by weighting these changes
by the statistical weight of the dynamical regime in
which they occur (PxdCx). As discussed earlier, the
shape of Px somewhat varies among GCMs, but every
model reproduces the main features of Px that were
revealed by the reanalyses (Fig. 2), in particular the huge
statistical weight of the regimes of moderate subsidence
(0 < x < 40 hPa/day) and the comparatively much
lesser weight of extreme dynamical regimes. Due to this
robust feature of the tropical atmospheric circulation,
the contribution of the diﬀerent dynamical regimes to
the tropically-averaged CRF is not in proportion of the
magnitude of CRF changes that occur in these regimes.
In each GCM, the largest contribution to dC NET
comes from the regimes of moderate subsidence (bottom
panel of Fig. 6). This is mostly owing to the large statistical weight of these regimes, rather than to a large
sensitivity of the CRF. In comparison, the CRF changes
that occur in extreme dynamical conditions such as over
the warm pool or regions of strongest static stability
contribute much less to dC NET : As a ﬁrst approximation,
the sign of dC NET as well as the rank of GCMs is given
by the change in CRF that occurs for 0 < x < 30 hPa/
day. We note nevertheless that despite their weak statistical weight in the tropics, deep convective regimes
contribute signiﬁcantly to the tropically averaged change
in CRF in the UKMO GCM, owing to the non-cancellation of the LW and SW variations of the CRF in
this model.

This analysis illustrates the advantage of looking at
cloud changes in speciﬁed dynamical regimes instead of
simply looking at geographical maps: on the one hand, it
makes it possible to minimize the role of dynamical effects in cloud changes, and thus to better point up other
potential inﬂuences (e.g. that of temperature changes).
On the other hand, it makes it easier to assess the relative contribution of diﬀerent tropical areas (e.g. warm
pools, anticyclonic regions) to tropics-wide changes.

4 A proposal for the evaluation of climate models
By analyzing the properties of clouds in speciﬁed
regimes of the large-scale circulation (Cx), the link
between the cloudiness and the large-scale circulation
in the tropics becomes more explicit. As discussed in
Sect. 3, this facilitates the interpretation of changes in
the tropically averaged cloudiness and radiation ﬂuxes.
In this section, we discuss the beneﬁts of such an analysis
for the evaluation of clouds and radiation in climate
models.
4.1 Observational assessment of cloud properties
in dynamical regimes
Owing to the strong inﬂuence of the large-scale
dynamics on clouds, the comparison with observations
of simulated distributions of cloud-related variables often reveals, at ﬁrst order, discrepancies in the simulation
of the circulation patterns (spatial shifts, wrong inten-
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Fig. 7 Composites Cx of the
mean LW, SW and NET cloud
radiative forcing in diﬀferent
dymamical regimes deﬁned
from the monthly mean
500 hPa vertical velocity. For
each dynamical regime are
reported the composites derived
from GCM simulations (colour
bars) as well as composites
derived from ERBE data for
the cloud radiative forcing and
diﬀerent sets of atmospheric
reanalyses for the 500 hPa
vertical velocity (white bars,
ERA, NCEP/NCAR or NASA/
DAO from left to right). Units
are in W/m2

sities). Therefore, a deﬁcient simulation of clouds over a
particular region is not necessarily due to incorrect
behaviour of cloud parametrizations over this region; it
may be caused by a deﬁcient simulation of the regional
circulation patterns, owing to a wrong behaviour of the
parametrizations over remote regions. Comparing the
observed and modelled cloud properties in speciﬁed
circulation regimes allows us to assess the simulation of

clouds whatever the biases of their geographical distribution.
Figure 7 assesses the LW, SW and NET CRF simulated by the ECMWF, LMD and UKMO GCMs in
diﬀerent dynamical regimes (any other variable may be
evaluated the same way). Observational estimates were
derived using monthly CRF data from ERBE and
monthly 500 hPa vertical velocities extracted from either
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Fig. 8 For the ECMWF, LMD and UKMO GCMs: mean
relationship between the 500 hPa vertical motion (negative values
indicate large-scale ascent) and the SST (top) over tropical oceans
for the CTRL simulation (in blue) and the +2 K experiment (in
red). Vertical bars represent the standard deviation around the
mean. Middle: Same relationship but expressed as a function of the

SST minus the tropically averaged SST. Bottom: Frequency of
occurrence of large-scale rising motion situations (negative
monthly mean value of x500 computed for SST intervals of 1 K)
expressed as a function of the SST minus the tropically averaged
SST. Are reported only the bins for which the number of points
exceeds 1% of the total number of points over tropical oceans

the ERA, NCEP/NCAR or NASA/DAO reanalysis.
Except in the deepest convective regimes (x < 50 hPa/
day), the discrepancy between these three observational
estimates, that gives a rough measure of the uncertainty
associated with vertical velocity analyses, is generally
less than 5 W/m2 (note that estimates using ERA and
NCEP/NCAR are in close agreement over most circulation regimes). In convective regimes, CLW is systematically underestimated by the models, the more intense
the upward motions, the more underestimated the CLW.
These discrepancies likely reﬂect an underestimate of the
upper level cloudiness by the models. However, part of
them may arise also from biases in the simulation of the
clear-sky OLR owing to biases in the water vapour
proﬁle or in the temperature lapse rate. In comparison,
the simulated CSW is in better agreement with observations. As a result, the degree of cancellation between the
LW and SW components of the CRF is badly repro-

duced by the models, and the net cooling eﬀect of the
cloudiness occurring in deep convective regions is signiﬁcantly overestimated. At the tropic-wide scale, a
consequence of these biases is that the radiative impact
of a change in the large-scale atmospheric circulation
induced by any type of perturbation will be biased. At
the regional scale, a consequence will be that a change in
x will be associated with a cloud forcing change of
wrong magnitude. This leads to a wrong coupling between cloud and surface properties, which can be particularly problematic in coupled ocean–atmosphere
versions of these models.
To interpret the origin of these model biases, other
variables such as the cloud fraction, the cloud vertical
distribution, water content and optical properties should
be assessed in the same way. To assess cloud properties
in a meaningful way, a model-to-satellite approach such
as that proposed by Morcrette (1991) or Yu et al. (1996)
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Fig. 9 Sketch of idealized numerical experiments that may be
performed by single-column models or cloud-resolving models to
investigate the physical processes that control the sentivity of cloud
properties to a a change in the large-scale atmospheric vertical

motion on the one hand, and b to a change in the thermodynamic
structure of the atmosphere (e.g. resulting from a change in the
carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere) on the other hand

is required. This approach consists in computing quantities that are consistent with what is seen from space,
from the models’ proﬁles of temperature, humidity and
clouds. Webb et al. (2001) and Williams et al. (2003)
used such a method to assess the cloudiness simulated in
the ECMWF, LMD and UKMO models. Their results
suggest that the underestimate of the simulated LW
CRF in convective regimes (Fig. 7) is related to biases in
the prediction of the vertical distribution of clouds in
these regimes, particularly an underestimate of mid-level
clouds in the UKMO model, and an underestimate of
mid and upper-level clouds in the ECMWF and LMD
models. On the other hand, the right simulation of the
SW CRF in these models probably results from error
compensations between diﬀerent cloud types (see Webb
et al. 2001 for a discussion of that matter). Indeed,
owing to the signiﬁcant albedo eﬀect of low, middle and
upper-level clouds, such compensations occur more
easily in the SW than in the LW.

variations characterized by large changes in the distribution of insolation, orography or continents. Moreover,
the dynamics can undergo large variations on the shortterm and/or at short spatial scales. At these scales, and as
illustrated by the present study (Sect. 3), circulation
changes are thus likely to be responsible for a large part
of cloud variations. For all these reasons, it is equally
important to evaluate the dynamic and thermodynamic
components of cloud changes.
The circulation changes associated with a given climate perturbation are hardly predictable at the regional
scale, and dPx is diﬃcult to evaluate. However,
from the
R
deﬁnition of the dynamic component ð Cx dPx dxÞ; we
see that the term of the dynamic component that depends
on the simulation of clouds is Cx. An accurate simulation
of Cx guarantees therefore that the impact of circulation
changes (dPx) on the tropically averaged C will be
properly simulated. By comparing the observed and
simulated Cx (Fig. 7, based on the current climate), one
may thus put some constraints on the simulation of the
dynamic component by climate models.
Although x500 constitutes a meaningful proxy of the
large-scale tropical circulation, it is certainly simplistic
or naive to consider that the response of clouds to a
change in the dynamics is fully characterized by their
response to a change in x500. While the smoothness of
Cx suggests that x500 constitutes an adequate ‘‘scaling
factor’’ of the convective activity and of cloud properties, it does not represent obviously all the dynamical
conditions that inﬂuence the development and the
properties of clouds. Factors such as the vertical wind
shear, the speciﬁc thermal stratiﬁcations associated
with particular dynamical changes at the regional scale
or the degree of organization of convective systems
may also inﬂuence cloud properties at the regional
scale, and can be variable for a given x. The evaluation
and the improvement of cloud properties in speciﬁc

4.2 Constraints on the dynamic component
Both dynamic and thermodynamic components are likely
to be involved in climate changes and have therefore to be
assessed in climate models. However, their relative
magnitude is likely to depend on the nature and on the
timescale of the climate perturbation. In the numerical
experiments considered in this study, the thermodynamic
component is the primary contributor to the tropically
averaged change in CRF. However, one expects the
dynamic component to play a more important role,
relatively, in the case of climate variations associated
with modiﬁcations of the surface temperature distribution and thus of the large-scale atmospheric circulation.
This is presumably the case with seasonal and ENSO
variations. This might be the case also for paleoclimatic
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dynamical regimes deﬁned from x is thus only a ﬁrst
step in the evaluation of the dynamic component of
cloud changes.
4.3 Constraints on the thermodynamic component
In comparison, the evaluation of the thermodynamic
component of the cloud response to climate change is
more challenging. The intrinsic sensitivity of cloud
properties to temperature constitutes a potentially critical factor for the sign and the magnitude of the thermodynamic component. However, inferring this
sensitivity from observations requires great caution,
particularly in convective regions. First, the sensitivity of
convective clouds to temperature is presumably much
weaker and thus more diﬃcult to observe than that to
large-scale motions (Bony et al. 1997; Lau et al. 1997;
Tompkins and Craig 1999; Wu and Moncrieﬀ 1999).
Second, temperature and circulation in convective regions often vary together at the monthly time scale.
Figure 8 shows the mean relationship between the SST
over tropical oceans and the 500 hPa vertical velocity
derived from each GCM (related results from meteorological analyses are presented in Bony et al. 1997): while
large-scale subsidence occurs over a wide range of SSTs
(more than 8 degrees) with a relatively uniform strength,
large-scale rising motions of diﬀerent intensities occur
over a narrow range of SST (only a few degrees), and the
transition from large-scale subsidence to large-scale ascent is fairly discontinuous in terms of SST (around
27 C in the control climate). As suggested by Bony
et al. (1997) and Lau et al. (1997) and as illustrated here
by the relationship derived from the SST + 2 K simulations, the value of this SST ‘‘threshold’’ is not universal5 . It depends on the tropically averaged
temperature and seems rather related to the distribution
of the ascending branches of the Hadley-Walker circulation over the SST distribution: large-scale rising motions occur mostly over tropical regions that are warmer
by one degree or more than the tropically averaged
temperature (this could change if the vertical velocity of
subsiding air were to change), their frequency of
occurrence increasing with temperature except at very
high temperatures (above 29.5 C in the control simulation and over 31.5 C in the SST + 2 K experiment)6 .
Figure 8 shows that on average, an SST variation of 1 K
5

For the current climate, Sud et al. (1999) suggested these temperature thresholds to be constrained by the relationship between
the vertical proﬁles of dry and moist static energy in the tropical
atmosphere. Figure 8 suggests that the SST thresholds derived from
this relationship might depend on the mean tropical temperature
6
The reason for the decrease of convective activity or large-scale
convergence at very high temperatures, pointed out and characterized by Waliser and Graham (1993) and Waliser (1996), is still a
matter of study: it has been proposed that it could be related to the
subsidence induced by remote forcings such as the large-scale
subsidence associated by intraseasonal waves over the warm pool
(Bony et al. 1997; Lau et al. 1997), or by a positive feedback between tropical convection and water vapour (Tompkins 2001)
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in warm regions is associated with a large change in the
frequency and in the intensity of large-scale motions7 .
Although this average behaviour does not mean that in
warm regions, spatio-temporal variations of the SST are
systematically associated with variations of the largescale ascent, it points to the fact that in these regions, it
is infrequent to observe temperature variations that are
not associated with circulation changes. The analysis, in
the current climate, of interannual variations of clouds
and radiation over a long time period (several years)
may nevertheless allow to derive signiﬁcant statistics
about the eﬀect of temperature on cloud properties
under speciﬁc dynamical conditions.
In subsidence regimes, another type of diﬃculty
arises. The occurrence and the fractional cloud cover of
boundary-layer clouds (the predominant type of cloudiness in these regimes) are highly sensitive to the lowlevel static stability of the atmosphere (Klein and
Hartmann 1993). The spatial and seasonal variations of
temperature being of much larger magnitude at the
surface than in the free troposphere, the spatio-temporal
variations of climate over a short-term period are presumably associated with large variations of the low-level
static stability. In a global climate change or at the
decadal time scale, on the contrary, the SST and the free
tropospheric temperature vary more in concert, and are
associated with weaker variations of the static stability.
As far as boundary layer clouds are concerned, spatiotemporal variations constitute therefore a poor proxy of
global climate changes. Following Williams et al. (2003),
interannual variations of clouds restricted to the months
and the regions for which the monthly regional SST
relative to the tropical average (SST-<SST>) is unchanged (which would guarantee that variations in static
stability are weak) would constitute a better proxy of
global climate changes.
4.4 Idealized sensitivity experiments
As discussed, inferring the sensitivity of clouds to temperature variations under a speciﬁed regime of circulation is not easy from observations. In that context, cloud
resolving models (CRMs) or large eddy simulation
(LES) models might constitute useful tools for exploring
the physical processes that control this sensitivity, and
eventually for evaluating the sign of this sensitivity in
climate models. Pioneer studies of this kind have been
carried out by Lau et al. (1994), Tompkins and Craig
(1999) and Wu and Moncrieﬀ (1999).
Idealized numerical experiments may be designed to
investigate with mesoscale models and single column
versions of GCMs (known as SCMs) the sensitivity of
7

Large-scale motions are sensitive to horizontal gradients in the
boundary-layer entropy (Lindzen and Nigam 1987, Emanuel et al.
1994). The relationship between SST and boundary-layer entropy,
and its link to the sharp increase of deep convection for SSTs above
26 C are discussed by Sud et al. (1999) and Folkins and Braun
(2003)
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cloud properties to a speciﬁed change in the large-scale
vertical motion on the one hand, and to a change in the
thermodynamical structure of the atmosphere on the
other hand (Fig. 9). A change in the large-scale vertical
motion could be prescribed by specifying a vertical
proﬁle of large-scale vertical velocity in the atmosphere
(idealized or derived from data), by using it to diagnose
large-scale vertical tendencies of heat and moisture and
then by using these tendencies as large-scale forcings of
the model. A change in the thermodymical structure
of the atmosphere could be induced by speciﬁed change
of the surface temperature, or by a change in the
atmospheric concentration in carbon dioxide if the
models predict the surface temperature using a land
model or a slab ocean mixed layer. The comparison of
CRM and SCM simulations run under consistent largescale forcings, and the analysis of the physical processes
that control the sensitivities of clouds in both kinds of
models will contribute to the evaluation of the physical
parametrizations used in climate models, and to the
understanding of the physical processes that explain
discrepancies among models. In particular, this study
suggests that understanding what controls the sign of the
sensitivity of cumulus clouds to a temperature change
may be essential to assess and to improve the global
climate sensitivity produced by climate models. International projects such as the GEWEX Cloud System
Study (GCSS 1993) and the European Cloud Systems
(EUROCS, http://www.cnrm.meteo.fr/gcss/EUROCS/
EUROCS.html) have proved the relevance and the scientiﬁc interest of comparing and analyzing simulations
from mesoscale and climate models produced with
consistent large-scale forcings.
Nevertheless, it is well known that the simulations
from mesoscale models are sensitive to the parametrization of cloud microphysics that is used in these models
(e.g. Wu et al. 1999). This will presumably also aﬀect the
sensitivity of clouds to a change in temperature or in
large-scale motion. In parallel to CRM/SCM intercomparisons, it will be therefore essential to assess the
uncertainty of CRM results associated with the representation of cloud microphysics, and to assess the sign
and possibly the magnitude of CRM sensitivities from
observational studies such as those proposed above.

5 Summary and conclusions
The cloud response to a climate change may be forced
by large-scale circulation changes on the one hand, and
by changes in the thermodynamic structure of the
atmosphere on the other hand. This study proposes a
simple analysis framework to unravel the dynamic and
thermodynamic components of cloud changes in the
tropics. It is based on the decomposition of the largescale atmospheric circulation into a series of dynamical
regimes deﬁned from the large-scale vertical velocity in
the mid-troposphere, and on the compositing of cloud
properties in the diﬀerent circulation regimes. Such a

framework, illustrated here by using satellite data of the
cloud radiative forcing and diﬀerent sets of meteorological reanalyses, may be used to analyze observed and
simulated climate variations on diﬀerent time scales. We
hope in particular that this framework will be useful to
analyze cloud and radiation variations that have been
observed on interannual and decadal time scales (e.g.
Wielicki et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2002), and will help to
determine observationally the sign of the intrinsic sensitivity of clouds to temperature. In the current study, we
use it to analyze, in three GCMs, the contrasted responses of the cloud radiative forcing to an idealized and
prescribed perturbation (a uniform warming of the
global ocean by the 2 K): the tropically averaged change
in CRF induced by the 2 K warming is –1.8, +0.85 and
+2.0 W/m2 for the ECMWF, LMD and UKMO
models, respectively.
In each model, the regional change in CRF is primarily inﬂuenced by circulation changes. However, the
tropically averaged change is dominated by the thermodynamic component (i.e. the change in CRF that
occurs within dynamical regimes). The contribution of a
particular dynamical regime to this component is a
compromise between the statistical weight of this regime
in the tropics, and the sensitivity of clouds to temperature in this regime. The largest sensitivities of the CRF
to the temperature are found in regimes of deepest
convection or strongest subsidence, but the contribution
of these regimes to the tropic wide sensitivity is limited
by the weak statistical weight of these regimes. On the
other hand, low-level clouds occurring in regimes of
moderate subsidence exhibit a weak sensitivity to temperature changes, but greatly inﬂuence the tropically
average change in CRF owing to their huge statistical
weight. The diﬀerences in the three models largely reﬂect
diﬀerences in the sign and the magnitude of CRF
changes that occur in regions of moderate subsidence,
namely at the edge of warm pool regions and on the
eastern side of the ocean basins.
The cloud response to an actual climate change is
likely to involve both dynamic and thermodynamic
components. However, the relative magnitude of the two
components certainly depends on the spatial distribution
and on the time scale of the climate perturbation. Each
component has thus to be assessed in climate models.
Some propositions are made for this purpose. This includes assessing the simulated cloud-related variables
such as the cloud type, the cloud fraction, the cloud
water content or cloud radiative properties (preferably
diagnosed from a model-to-satellite approach) in speciﬁed regimes of the large-scale circulation, considering
their mean value as well as their intrinsic sensitivity to
temperature. Moreover, systematic comparisons between cloud resolving models and single column models
may help in investigating and assessing the physical
processes that control the sensitivity of cloud properties
to temperature on the one hand, and to large-scale
motion on the other hand. Assessing the sensitivity of
simulated clouds to a change in large-scale motion or in
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temperature would help also to assess two-dimensional
numerical experiments performed by climate models
(Bretherton and Sobel 2002) or CRMs (Larson and
Hartmann 2002) to investigate tropical radiative feedback processes involving interactions between clouds,
radiation and the large-scale dynamics.
The results of this study emphasize the importance of
assessing, in particular, the intrinsic sensitivity to temperature of clouds that occur in regions of moderate
subsidence (e.g. the trade wind regions). Those constitute the over whelming majority of the tropics, and the
three state-of-the-art GCMs considered here predict
very diﬀerent sensitivities for these clouds. Observations
suggest that these regions are associated with low-level
cumulus clouds and, in particular, shallow cumulus.
Diﬃculties that GCMs may experience in simulating
these clouds are thus likely to be critical and could explain part of the large range of model sensitivities.
Further studies are now required to investigate how
these diﬀerent sensitivities may relate to speciﬁc aspects
of the physical parametrizations used in the models,
such as the closure of shallow and deep convection
schemes, or the way the cloud fraction and cloud water
content are predicted in the models.
Simple climate models constitute invaluable tools for
investigating the physical processes that control the
sensitivity of the tropical climate. Most of them represent the tropical large-scale atmospheric circulation in a
highly idealized way by considering one box of uniformly ascending motions and one box of uniformly
descending motions (e.g. Pierrehumbert 1995; Miller
1997; Larson et al. 1999; Hartmann et al. 2001). Consistently, the description of cloud types and cloud optical
properties in these models is also very idealized. For
instance, one box is assumed to be covered by deep
convective clouds and the other one by clear skies or
stratus clouds. The eﬀect and the relative role of cloud
property changes and large-scale circulation changes in
the tropically averaged radiation budget may be aﬀected
by this idealization. For instance Fu et al. (2001) and Lin
et al. (2002) showed that the sign of the cloud feedback
associated with the iris hypothesis of Lindzen et al.
(2001) is sensitive to the values that are given to cloud
properties in each box of the model. We suggest that
considering a more continuous and less simplistic
description of the tropical circulation, such as that
provided by Px, would help better connections to be
established between observations of the real climate and
the representation of cloud properties in the model. This
would probably decrease the sensitivity of model results
to poorly known input parameters to the model. We
expect this would also improve the representation of
low-level cumulus clouds that occur ubiquitously over
the tropical oceans, in dynamical conditions that are
generally less extreme than those found over the warm
pools or over the strong anticyclonic regions on the
eastern sides of the ocean basins. It is hoped that this
would help to better determine the sensitivity of the
tropical climate to an external perturbation.
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